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Gender:

Grade:
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Phone No:

Email Id:

Address:

Subhash Gupta

15

Male

9th

SkillGapfinder International School

Un-Known

ssaxena@iprozone.com

201, T-12, Omaxe NRI City, GH-I,
Greater Noida

Highlights of PSA and Career Profile

Established by a team of psychologists who have proficiency in the field of education &
organization, clinical psychology, education & career guidance.

It has been validated and precisely tested by individuals which clearly makes it perfect way for
career guidance.

Subhash Gupta
2012-12-27 12:14:03

Constructed by Renowned Psychologists & Career Counselors

Authenticated and Scientifically validated

For Indian Ecosphere
It is made to befit in Indian cultures, education System, and cognetive processes unlike certain
standard tests which are accommodate the to the western mind.
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How will PSA & Interest Assessment befefits?

Career Decision Process

Engage: If you are aware the various choice to make, you can:
 Get the advantages of planning in advacne; and
 Be confident about the educational plans you established reflects your

selected career path

Recognize: The Second step in selecting a career is to be aware on oneself
and your options. Un-satisfaction in your work and no interest leads to depression and
worhtlessness, take a moment to ask:

What do I adore? What are my likes and dislikes?
What are my capabilities? What am I good at?

Explore: In this stage you should begin to tally a career with your interests, needs
aptitude and search about their educational demands.

Plan: In this step see what are needed to enter your selected career option. Find -
Where do you go to administer it and what assessment you must go through to get it? Ask
yourself "How much time and cost it takes?"

To recongnize and investigate careers and occupations in order to go ahead in career search

To Search a course and college for study

To recongnize potential strenghts and weaknesses for the career search process

To design, plan the career targets and action steps

To determine natural tendencies of students for further education and future career

To recongnize the field of betterment and reach a goal.

To illustrate skills, values, and natural trades

To spot favourable circumstances that needs ability and interests

A Career decision also has been constructed to search career path and identify an educational plan. Below are the process for career decision:

Evaluate: Display and classify your preference. Consider how satisfy you are with the selections you've made; Consult to counselors
about your career preferences. Talk to your family about your choices and supply them with information about desired education.

Act: After going through the above steps and sure about your career selection, than execute the plan and follow the educational
requirements which are needed.
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PSA Test Summary Sheet of Subhash

 Percentile Scores  

PSA Result 9th Grade
Females

9th Grade
Males

9th Grade
Student 9th Grade Male Standard Score Bands

9th
Grade

Standard
Score

SkillGapfinder Tests      

Qualitative Reasoning 0 50 50 25.5

Quantitative Reasoning 0 50 50 25.5

Language Converntions 0 50 50 36.0
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PROFILE CODE INTERESTS VALUES TALENTS & ABILITIES QUALITIES

Enterprising E Politics, Economics,
Leadership, Challenges,
Competition, Negotiation

Seeking pleasure, Power,
control, Success, Status,
recognition, Expressing
opinions, Making money

Leadership,
Management,
Persuasion, sales,
Decision making, Public
speaking, Planning,
organizing

Assertive, dominant,
Outgoing, Self-confident,
Energetic, Dynamic,
Ambitious

Artistic A Working with others,
Influential roles, Art,
music, drama, Language,
literature, Other cultures,
Unstructured events

Truth, honesty, Beauty,
Self-expression,
Objectivity, Diversity,
Public recognition

Communication skills,
Work well under
pressure, Artistic ability,
Good at improvising,
Innovative, Intuitive

Creative, Expressive,
Original, Independent,
Unsystematic, Quick wit

Social S Music, reading, drama,
Helping others, Religion,
Education, Community-
service, Social activities

Social interaction,
Impacting individuals,
Impacting society,
Working on teams,
Expressing feelings,
Growth of others

Communication,
Teaching, Leading,
Advising, Encouraging,
Listening, Facilitating

Cooperative, Outgoing,
Understanding, Insightful,
Helpful, Trustworthy
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Top Interest of Subhash

Interest Report of Subhash

Take a moment to ask, "What are my likes & dislikes?"

"Interests" are those activities that concerns involves draws and arouses the curiosity of a person like to read, to dance including events you
like to attend, and the kind of people you admire and like to be with.

Interest is essential in choosing a career because interest keeps you motivated and indulge in your work. Interest gives better result as it
increases the curiosity of a person. If you don't have interest in area which you are doing study or working, you will feel depressed and
worthless.

Interest Profile

Enterprising

Realistic

Artistic

Social

Investigative

Conventional

0 71 2 3 4 5 6
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Interest Profile of Subhash
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You are PERSUADERS + CREATORS + HELPERS

Your Personality Type:

You like to work with other people; you particularly enjoy
influencing, persuading and performing. You like to lead and tend
to be assertive and enthusiastic.

You like to work in unstructured situations where you can use
their creativity and come up with new ideas. You enjoy performing
(theater or music) and visual arts.

Your Top 2 Interest Profile Occupations
Environment:

Enterprising occupations frequently involve starting up and
carrying out projects. These occupations can involve leading
people and making many decisions. Sometimes they require risk
taking and often deal with business.

Artistic occupations frequently involve working with forms,
designs and patterns. They often require self-expression and the
work can be done without following a clear set of rules.
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Career Matrix of Subhash

Career Tips for Subhash

Assessment tests are surely beneficial, but ultimately it has to be your own choice in selecting a career and/or course-discipline. Few appoaches
to understand the opportunities are as follows:

Don't remain quite. At an early age you must be aware and able to plan your career. Take up small jobs in fields which you
likes. It is not compulsory to have a jobs; you could just give some time to things you are passionate about. Like, if you like
dancing, keep trying different dance styles. This could lead to a career in Choreography.

Always in a contact with people who are more experienced than you. Discuss with them about career options available,
discuss favourable and un-favourable factors of different career oppotunities. You may not understand each career in detail, but
getting the basic knowlege of career will be helpful.

Always be careful while choosing career. Somthing that attract you from outside may not be a good choice, so do a proper
research before you are bound in it.

For One-One Career Counseling:
Log on to http://www.skillgapfinder.com

Phone: 1-800-477-5175
Email: customercare@SkillGapfinder.com       Website: http://www.skillgapfinder.com
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